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FIR S T AMENDMENT C ENTER GROUP S AY S .. .

• Timing ofstate callbacks would
determine fate offaculty !xJnus
By John Chambers
ADM INISTRATION EDITOR

Eastern's faculty union has something extra to lose
with this year's state call back.
The University Professionals of Illinois settled a
four-year labor contract Feb. 6, which Eastern's Board
of Trustees ratified last month.
The agreement left provisions for a one-time bonus,
equal to a 1.5 percent salary increase, if there was no
state rescission by mid-May. The bonus would have
been equal to 1 percent if the rescission was less than
$500' ()()().
Now Eastern has to give back $1.4 million, or 2.7
percent.
The question is when the money Will be "officially
requested," possibly after May 15, said David
Radavich, Eastern's UPI chapter president.
The call back is still too large for there to be a
bonus.
~These are the governor's recommendations," he
said. "The budget situation all spring has been so
uncertain."
Radavich said the low number of administrative
losses or cuts in intercollegiate athletics should be
considered.
~rm concerned about the proposed cuts the administration has offered - again, it's a concern where the
money's at."
The plan for next year wtll lay everything on the
table including spending in athletics, interim
President Lou Hencken said at the State of the
University address Thesday.
Eastern is being asked to put $3.7 million in reserve
on top of 8.2 percent in cuts for next fiscal year.
This year's $1.4 million call back wtll be paid for
mostly by funds already in reserve and reductions in
summer school classes.
Classes with low enrollment could be cut from the
summer curriculum. Air conditioning wtll be shut off
in some academic buildings Friday afternoons and
over the weekend.
Radavich said he won't be affected by any classes
cut for enrollment since his classes have always had
large enrollments.
Faculty will receive salary increases after the first
year of the contract.
In the second, third and fourth years, salaries will
be raised 2, 2.5 and 3 percent above state appropriations
~we knew (the call back) was a possibility- and
SEE UPI
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Above: Don Henry and Jason White, of Freedom
Sings, performed a melody of songs censored
because of drug affiliation Wednesday evening in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Henry, a Grammy winner, and
White, who wrote Tim McGraws's current hit "Red
Ragtop," were two of eight performers on a oneweek tour of the Midwest.
Left.: Jonell Mosser of Freedom Sings, who can be
heard on movie soundtracks "Hope Floats" and
"Boys on the Side," sings Wednesday evening. The
group performed many songs throughout U.S. history that have been censored.

Freedom rings through song
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACT I VITIES EDITOR

Freedom Sings provided First
Amendment information and celebrated
free speech Wednesday through musical
and multimedia entertainment.
Freedom of speech is expressed
through art, film, dance, poetry and
music, said Ken Paulson, executive
director of the First Amendment Center,
senior vice president of the Freedom
Forum, host of public television's

"Speaking Freely" and the writer of
"Freedom Sings. • Freedom Sings celebrates free speech, music and honors
music With a valid point.
Paulson discussed the influence giant
corporations can have on what music is
played, regardless of the First
Amendment.
For example, Wal-Mart wtll not sell
music with a parental advisory label
because of the image the store wants to
present. Clear Channel also made a Ust
of 100 songs radio stations should have

banned after Sept. 11 because of their
lyrics. The list included songs by bands
such as Limp Bizkit, Metallica, lbm
Petty, Sugar Ray and REM.
Freedom Sings discussed the former
radio station ban and conflicts of recent
music by the Dixie Chicks, Darryl
Worley and Jason White.
Many people wtll often permit subj ect
matter for a book or television but not a
song, Paulson said.
SEE FREEDOM
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Student Senate votes Hasty case could have
' no ' on technology fee affected concert choice
+ Edi tors note: This is the last ofa two-

By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Government will seek further student input before voting on the proposed $48 network fee.
After a lengthy discussion and a low
turnout at Monday's forum to discuss the
fee, Student Senate members said a greater
effort was needed in order to educate the
student body on the fee.
~u·s insulting to the students we represent
to vote on this tonight when we said we wanted input, and only two students that weren't
senate members attended the forum,• said
Student Senate member George Lesica.
Senate members voted 13-4 in favor of

tabling discussion for another week.
Faculty members Michael Hoadley, Alan
Baharlou and Reed Benedict addressed the
importance in passing the network fee during audience participation.
Carol Strode, interim director of Facilities
Planning and Management, gave a special
presentation to the Student Senate on
upcoming campus projects, including a data
wiring upgrade in academic and administrative buildings that would be a part of the network fee. The project would start this summer and be completed the summer 2004.
In old business, Student Senate voted to
further table and refer back to the Thition
SEE FE E
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part series looking at the effects ofa
sclvol newspaper censorship case at
Governors State University

By Tim Martin
CAMPUS EDITOR

What if the administration had the
power to cancel the Counting Crows and
Dave Chappelle concerts before the first
contract had ever been s igned?
Luckily, for more than 4,000 ticket holders, the administration does not wie ld
power to call off concerts. But a lawsuit
dealing with the censorship of a college
newspaper could have changed that.
The lawsuit, Hosty v. Carter heard by the

7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Chicago, was filed because Governors
State University censored its student
newspaper, the Innovator. The judges
unanimously ruled in favor of the three
j ournalists last week, but a different verdict could have granted public universities
in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin the
power to censor college campus freedom
of speech rights.
The resulting precedent would have
given universities control to censor newspapers and First Amendment rights, such
as what bands and speakers are brought to
campus.
Foreseeing a possible conflict, Marty
SEE CHOI CE
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RHA will discuss
committee limits
The
Residence
Hall
Association will discuss a proposal to limit the number of committees ta bled from last week's
meeting.
"I anticipate that it will be
removed from the table. Much of
discussion should follow and then
it's possible we could vote on it,"
said Stina Heldrnann RHA president.
RHA has met its goal of raising
$2,000 in scholarships, Heldmann
said.
Heldmann said several candidates running for Student
Government elections will be on
hand at the meeting to speak to
RHA and answer questions.
RHA will meet at 5 p.m. in
Ford Hall.

+ .Jazz,java provided
with Lab Band concer t
Willie Akins, a St. Louis saxophonist, will perform with his
quartet Thursday for the season's
final concert of the "J azz and
Java" series.

The "Jazz and Java" series
presents Eastern's j azz with
offerings of Keith Bliss' "Jitters
and Bliss."
The opening part of the program will feature the "Willie
Akins Quartet" with bebop and
an Akins original or two.
The concert will begin at 7:30
p.m. in the University Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King J r.
University Union. The concert is
free and open to the public.
The J azz Lab Band, directed by
Simon Rowe, a former member
of the Akins group, will open the
second half of the program with
big band renditions of classics
such as "Angel Eyes,· arranged
by music professor Allan
Homey.
Akins will j oin the band for a
little Brazilian "Corcovado"
before closing with Ray Brown's
"Parking Lot Blues."
A "Meet the Artists" reception
will be held downstairs at the
"J ava Beanery and Bakery"
immediately after the show.

POLICE BLOTTER

Criminal damage
to property
+ The passenger s ide mirror of
a 1992 Oldsmobile was damaged
April 10 while it was parked in J
Lot, pollee reports stated. The
incident is being investigated.
+ A 1996 Pontiac and a 1998
Chevrolet were damaged April
10 while they were parked in a
Greek Court parking lot, police
reports stated. The incident is
being investigated.
+ A 1984 Ford Mustang was
damaged Saturday while it was
parked in the Ninth Street parking lot, police reports stated. The
incident is under investigation.
+The convertible top of a 1999
Ford was cut Saturday while it
was parked in the X Lot, police
reports stated. The incident is
uner investigation.

Criminal damage
to government
supported property
+ A glass entry door on the
southeast side of Thomas Hall
was burst out Saturday, police
reports stated. The incident is
under investigation.

Disorderly conduct
+Fire extinguishers were activated in two houses in Greek
Court Saturday, police reports
stated.
The incident is under investigation.

Robbery
+ An Eastern student stole personal property on campus
Sunday, police reports stated. An
investigation is currently ongoing.
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Eastern students will receive a treat at 7 p.m .
Thursday in the Thrble Arts Center.
Michael Watts, director of the Thrble Arts Center,
said Barry Blinderman, director of the University
Galleries at Illinois State University, will talk about a
contemporary art exhibit.
"Barry is well known for curatlng exhibitions that
deal with contemporary art," Watts said. "I've known
Barry for 15 years. He's well known in the region if
not further.·

Blinderman w ill concentrate on two major
works.
Bllnderman exhibits artwork by some of the world's
greatest contemporary artists.
The last time Blinderman spoke at Eastern was
eight years ago.
The lecture is sponsored by the art department.
Blinderman is the department's last speaker for the
spring semester.
Watts said the Thrble Arts Center also will feature
an exhibition by Bo Breada April 25 through May 25,
and she will talk about her work May 23 during the
closing reception.

Author to conduct literacy workshop
By Dar'Keith Lofton
STAFF WRITER

Jerome Harste, a professor at Indiana University
and author of over 200 professional books, will speak
Thursday during an afternoon workshop and an
evening lecture titled: "Inquiry, Curriculum and
Multiple Ways of Knowing: Literacy in a New Key.•
The workshop will give education students a handson demonstration that combines different school subjects without teaching them separately, said Peggy
Eddy, a graduate assistant in the English department.
Harste, also known as "Jerry, • has written children's books and was the 1999-2000 president of the
National Council of Teachers of English.
"He's incredibly impressive," Eddy said. "He's written over 200 books, and we think he will be someone
worthwhile. •

The lecture is Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Life Science
Building room 2080. It will come from Harste's book,
"Beyond Reading and Writing: Inquiry, Curriculum
and Multiple Ways of Knowing" and will have activities based on the material he presents.
The English department and the Graduate Student
Advisory Council are sponsoring both the workshop
and lecture.
Though the lecture and workshop are open to everyone, those who will be most interested will be education students, Eddy said.
"Dr. Harste will present the students with a different approach at teaching literacy, • Eddy said.
The workshop will take place at 1:30 p.m. at the
Rathskeller Balcony in the Martin Luther King J r.
University Union.
The workshop has limited openings and Will accept
only 25 participants, Eddy said.
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Students learn in greenhouse,
graded on green thumbs
By Leslie O'Neil
STAFF WR ITER

Just west of Seventh Street, a
tropical banana tree stands
nearly 20 feet high with 3-feetlong leaves.
The tree and more than 1,500
plants includ ing flowering
plants, tropical trees and cacti
live in the T. F. Thut
Greenhouse, according to the
greenhouse's Web site.
The 3,400 square-foot greenhouse, pronounced
"Toot"
according to the Eastern Web
site, was built in 1963 and is
used by biology classes.
Gordon Tucker, associate
biology professor and herbarium curator, takes his plants
and civ ilization senior seminar,
plant morphology and dendrology classes to the greenhouse.
"It's unusual that I go two
weeks without taking a class
down here for some reason or
another, • he said. "T hey always
seem to enjoy it. •
Students in one of Tucker's
classes recently made cuttings
of some mature plants in the
greenhouse. The cuttings, or
pieces of stems or branches,
are treated with a material
called perlite, which causes the
cutting to grow its own root
system within four to s ix
weeks.
"Once it has a good root system, t he students can take
them to their dorms or home,•

"It helps you place a
name with the plant
and not just a picture.
The variety of plants
and trees is just neat. "
-Eric Wendt

Tucker said.
He said some of the most
popular plants include Venus
flytraps and sensitive p lants
from Brazil, which have leaves
t hat close up quickly when
touched.
"There are a few theories on
that,· Tucker said while touching the sensitive plant. "But
they think (the closing) discourages insects from chewing
on the leaves. •
Only a few seconds after
Tucker placed his finger on the
seemingly delicate p lant, its
t hin leaves closed together
tightly.
Dendrology student Er ic
Wendt, a junior biology major,
agreed the sensitive p lant and
Venus flytraps are among the
most impressive, but said he
has learned a lot from being
able to see so many other types
of plants in the greenhouse.
"It's really interesting," he
said. "It helps you place a name

with the plant and not just a
picture. The variety of plants
and trees is just neat. •
"We've gotten many of them
by trading with other institutions,· Tucker said. He added
that each plant is designated to
a different room.
"This room is supposed to be
like a tropical rainforest,· he
said as he walked into a high
ceilinged area covered with
t hick, green foliage t hat is situated j ust beyond the cactus
room, which has more than 40
different kinds of cacti.
The Tropical Room, home to
coffee, grapefruit and banana
trees, among others, is one of
seven rooms classes can
explore, Tucker said.
We're trying to give students
a broad picture of what plant
life is like, • he said.
However, it takes a lot of
work to be able to maintain this
kind of variety.
Greenhouse ~anager Steve
~alehorn spends much of his
time, includ ing Saturdays and
Sundays, at the greenhouse
caring for the plants, Tucker
said .
~alehorn opens the Thut
Greenhouse to the public from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. ~onday
t hrough Thursday.
"If they have t he time, it's
not a bad idea to go, • Wendt
suggested. "There are j ust a lot
of p lants that you wouldn't
(otherwise) see in there. •

COLIN MCAULI FF E/ PHOTO EDITOR

Steve Malehorn, the greenhouse manager, sprays the Murraya exotic plant
with a non-chemical pest control in the H. F. Thut Greenhouse. Malehorn is
actually using water to wash bugs off the plant.

Education corporation to build student apartments
+ Group plans for 720
apartments to be
constructed by nextyear
By Carly Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

Plans for an apartment complex built specifically for Eastern
students by the Educational
Development Corporation were
approved by the city council during Tuesday's meeting.
Five lots have been annexed
and rezoned to accommodate an
apartment complex and the possi-

bility of commercial development, ~ayor Dan Cougill said.
The EDC chose land east of
Wal-~art off Illinois State Route
16 to develop the student housing
complex. The EDC agreed to purchase the land if it was annexed
and rezoned from agricultural to
residential and commercial.
Property owner Steve Drake
pursued the annexation and zoning approvals.
"This company goes to university communities and sees if
there is a need for student housing,• Cougill said.
The EDC narrowed choices
down to three university cities,

including
Charleston
and
Carbondale.
An estimated 120 apartments
will be constructed.
The five commercial lots will
be sold to developers or people
who want to start businesses,
Cougill said.
"They are trying to find people
to move into those. They've talked
about some restaurants, but they
haven't spoken much," Cougill
said.
Developments are expected to
increase traffic on a small township road leading to Illinois State
Route 16. Cougill said the road is
already in a poor condition and

will most likely not be fit for the
heavier traffic caused by the
complex and possible businesses.
If traffic does increase and if
Illinois
Department
of
Transportation traffic studies
reveal a need for adjustments to
the road, the city would need to
meet the necessary requirements.
Cougill said it is possible the
road may need to be developed
into more lanes, and even Illinois
State Route 16 will need improvements.
If traffic is heavy enough, the
three lanes of Illinois State Route
16 will need to be continued as far

as the township road, he said.
1b compensate for the costs to
adjust the roads, the EDC has
agreed to contribute "$1,000 per
apartment for up to $120,000" to
the city.
Any commercial developers or
landowners will be required to
contribute money as well.
"Anyone who causes us to have
to develop or improve the road
will have to contribute to
improvements,· Cougill said.
The apartment complex development is expected to begin as
soon as possible.
"They would like to have them
done by next year,• Cougill said .
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OPINION

Get whine and cheesed off

Editorial board
Michelle Jones, Editor in chief
Jamie Fetty, Managing editor
Nate Bloomquist, News editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Assoctate news editor
Karen Kirr, Editorial page edi tor
Matt Meinheit, Sports editor
majones@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Speak out
against
censorship
An Important decision that affects everyone's yes, everyone's - life was made last week.
Courts In the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals,
ruled In favor of a student newspaper at Governors
State University In a case of attempted censorship.
Students need to remain aware of their First
Amendment rights and of any attempt of administration or anyone else to Infringe on those rights.
According to a survey the First Amendment
Center conducted, 49 percent of Americans believe
the First Amendment goes to
far. How can this many indiVid- At issue
Governors
uals believe such nonsense?
State
Had It not been decided In
University's stufavor of the students, Hasty v.
dent newspaper
censorship case
Carter may have applied high
school censorship standards to
Our stance
colleges In Illinois, Indiana and
Speak out
Wisconsin - and the effects
against any kind
could have been felt nationwide of censorship in
the mainstream
by everyone.
news media,
The scope of this case could
music, fiction
have allowed high school cenect.
sorship standards to be used
not only In the print media that brought about the
case but also In all school-sponsored expression,
such as theater productions and visiting speakers.
Theater students should never be stopped from
performing a controversial play; the public should
not be kept from seeing the play; a speaker with a
message someone may not agree with should not
be stopped from visiting a college campus.
It is because of these reasons and more, students
and Americans need to be aware of the rights they
hold under the First Amendment.
Those almost half of this country's population
may be afraid of what the First Amendment does.
They may not agree With something and therefore
want others to not be exposed to It or allowed to
take part In It
It's their First Amendment right then to disagree
and vocalize that opinion. If you're In that portion
of the population, stop and think about if you had a
view you wanted others to hear, but someone
stopped you from sharing it. And learn exactly
what is protected under the First Amendment
The case was Important for college j ournalists
because they need to get real world experience;
such censorship is not allowed outside of a school
setting either. Also, if newspapers are censored, so
is the public. But It's broader than that, too.
Administration's censoring of a newspaper or a
school activity because It disapproves does not
accomplish a college's mission - to promote the
free marketplace of ideas.
The First Amendment is a great freedom. Learn
what It Involves; embrace it. Do not be afraid of it.
Censorship at any level is not acceptable.
The editorial ts the majority optnton of The
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Nate Bloomquist
News editor
and bi-weekly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern Nevvs

Bloomquist also
is a senior
journalism major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 a
nbloomquist @eiu.edu

Gov. Rod Blagoj evlch should
come to a used car lot near you
any time soon.
His budget speech last week
reeked of a slick, "everything
must go - Sunday, Sunday,
Sunday" style of rhetoric.
Look no further than the
numbers.
Eastern must now return 2.7
percent of the money from this
year's budget. Sounds more like a
great annual percentage rate on a
car than a budget cut.
It could've been worse.
Blagoj evlch said he would cut 8
percent across the board from all
state universities except for the
University of Illinois.
Many university administrators
might have rejoiced, or at least
wiped some sweat from their
brows after the news came that It
wasn't quite a doomsday scenario.
Higher education across the state
took a $112 million hit.
Blago shouldn't be lauded for
his achievements In finding a way
to cut the amount of the cut. The
first-term governor should've left
the state's education budget alone
and neither Increase nor decrease
the spending.
Spending Increased from last
year's budget even though Blago
was faced with the worse deficit
In state history.
The governor called for people
around the state to take a taste
for beer over champagne. But
this year's budget could show the
state's palate for wine.
Included In the budget Is
$500,000 for the state Wine

"The former Chicago
South-Sider's budget
shows more affection

for wine and cheese
than most Cubs fans. "
Council. The council helps market
and offers advice to 33 wineries
at $15,000 a pop, but this Isn't
Sonoma Valley, Calif.
For the Effingham office of the
Department of Central
Management Services, $500,000
would've been more than enough
to cover the cost of a new roof,
which was needed. The department took a $90.2 million cut
statewide.
So when April showers come
through, workers In the
Effingham office might succumb
to a flood, but at least they'll be
able to enjoy quality state-funded
wine while they bail.
The former Chicago SouthSider's budget shows more affection for wine and cheese than
most Cubs fans. Blago already
complained about groups like the
Wine Commission during the
budget address. But he has the
power to change the "special
Interests budget" he refered to he can do more than whine.
The budget contains plenty
more to be cheesed off about.
The Department of Children
and Family Services takes a $48.9
million hit. The Capital

Development Board's funding
was slashed $246 million. The
Department of Human Services
received $73.6 million In cuts. The
Department of Transportation
took the biggest hit, a $484 million
cut, which might actually be a
welcome sign for Chicago area
drivers seeking relief from construction season.
Blago's budget berating shows
no real vision. Instead he said
most cuts were made to cut "inefficiencies.• In the process many
jobs are lost, adding to an already
high unemployment rate.
Many who backed Blago voted
for him because he promised
change. He seemed to have
vision. But any hope of a new
visionary emerging is gone.
Sacrifices must be made, but
why sacrifice higher education
where the future workforce Is
cultivated?
Based on the unemployment
numbers, the state's workforce
isn't so hot right now. Why be cool
on the source?
While It's easy for state residents to tum a watery budget Into
whine, that doesn't accomplish
anything. Illinoisans should write
Blago and their state representatives and tell them they shouldn't
stand for Blago's bigger spending
budget at a time when there's no
bling-bling to be had. Don't hesitate to opine and whine about
wine.
If Blago can't steer the state's
budget In the right direction then
state voters should send him to a
used car lot where he belongs.
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YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

Chalk writing not a fonn of vandalism

yet?

Therefore, I do not
consider myself a vandal,
but someone expressing
their freedom of speech
and artistic abilities.
Let me add the F irst
Amendment of the Bill of
R ights from the Un ited
States Constitution:
"Congress shall make
no law respecting an
establishment of religion,
or prohib it ing the free
exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble ,
and to petit ion the government for a redress of
grievances. •

H ow old do you have to
be to be called an adult?
I consider myself a
young adult.

Cry stal Muzik
Freshman Recreational
Administration major

As I finished reading the
April 1 editorial , "Vandals
must stop scrawling, • It
made me think how
strongly disagree with the
v iew.
F irst of all, chalk writIng Is earth friendly.
It washes away, It's
non-toxic, and conforms
to environmental standards. It even comes In a
recyclable container.
I agree w ith the statement of being responsib le w ith vandalism. But I
do disagree that chalk
writing Is vandalism.
Also, what If I am not a
child and not an adult

Airband creativi1y,
talent great to watch
On April 5, I had the
p leasure of attending my
very first Greek Week
Airband competition.
As an Instructor, It was
a wonderful opportunity
to observe and appreciate
student achievement outs ide of the academic
classroom.
The d isplay of creativity, talent, energy and
enthusiasm on the part of
the various Greek organ-

lzatlons that participated
was a joy to behold.
It was obvious each
sorority and fraternity had
put In a great deal of time
and effort choreographing
and practicing their routines as well as In designing
and coordinating their costumes.
Regardless of the outcome
of the competition, all of the
performances were greatly
enjoyed and well done.
Tina Best
Instructor for
sociology and anthropology

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and maj or. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it conci se.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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Next year's Charleston budget now has reduced deficit
+ Scrapping van
purchase saves $20,000
for city budget
By Carly Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

Final cuts and adaptations in
the 2004 fiscal year city budget
are complete, and the final draft
was approved at Tuesday's city
council meeting.
In the meetings for budget revis ions, departments determined

what could be cut from their
funding to reduce the deficit.
Mayor Dan Couglll said the
changes were not drastic, but the
deficit was reduced in the amended version.
"The total change was right
around $50,000," Couglll said.
Most of the adjustments were
minor changes in a variety of
areas.
One significant budget cut was
40 percent of the overall budget
change.
The
Parks
and
Recreation Department budgeted

to purchase a 15-person van to
transport people involved in
department activities.
For example, children taken to
a park as part of a summer program could be transported to
safety in the van if a storm should
approach. The van would also be a
means of transportation for
department-sponsored athletic
events.
Cougill said the staff decided
the van was not essential this
year, since the budget was tight
already, and put if off for another

year or until there was a more
secure budget to support the purchase.
"That took off about 20-some
thousand of the $50,000 because
we decided we could hold off,"
Cougill said
Removing the van from the
budget caused a change from
$559,698 to $538,354 in the parks
and maintenance fund.
Rather than taking money from
the department itself, the van
purchase was postponed.
"No programs were cut from

the Parks and Recreation
Department," Couglll said.
About $4,000 was cut from the
engineering department, and less
than $1 ,000 was cut from both the
city clerk and treasurer fund and
the police fund .
About a $5,000 change was
made in accounting costs for the
water and sewer fund .
The 2003/2004 fiscal year
caused for budget reductions, but
City Manager Alan Probst said
this budget should be the tightest
Charleston will see.

Crows bring
high ticket sales
By Matthew Stevens
STA FF WR ITER

Chance of showers
DAN IEL WILL IAMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAP HER

Jeff Bunting, a sophomore speech communication major, covers up his bicycle fearing it would get rained on Wednesday afternoon.

LAST FEW
APARTMENTS LEFT

NEVV Thursday@

Ticket sales for the pair of shows being put on by
the University Board have already exceeded expectation as of Wednesday.
UB concert coordinator Donna Fernandez said the
low-ball ticket sales mark the UB had to meet for both
the Counting Crows and Dave Chappelle was 2,006.
"The number 2,006 was a safe and educated guess
for us to know how many we had to sell,• Fernandez
said.
The UB announced as of Wednesday, it had sold
2,180 tickets for Friday's Counting Crows performance and 2,744 tickets for the April 25 Chappelle
show. The Lantz Arena concert setting is able to hold
between 3,400 to 3,500 fans for each show.
"We're very excited about both figures so far,"
Fernandez said. "We are even guessing that Dave
Chappelle may sell out. •
Fernandez said tickets for the Counting Crows
show nearly doubled recently, but she said that jump
is normal because of it being the week of the performance.
Tickets are still available for both shows, and
Fernandez anticipates tickets will be available at the
door for the Counting Crows.
"Good seats will still be available at show time,"
Fernandez said.
However, with only about 700 Chappelle tickets
left, UB is anticipating a full house for next week's
show.
The UB also anticipates a financial rollover in the
budget for next year because of the recent increase in
ticket sales.
"I do believe that we'll get some money rolling over
bearing some unanticipated cost,· Fernandez said.
"Either way, we're not going broke anytime soon. •

EliII
•GmatJob Placement
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1 • 3 BR Apt
1 • 2 BR Apt
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U.S. war commander visits Iraq Council will discuss
music class revisions

By The Associated Press

1he top commander of U.S. forces
in Iraq briefed President Bush on
the war from inside one of Saddam
Hussein's ornate palaces on
Wednesday, underscoring the death
of the old regime. At home, the
admlnlstration reduced the terrorist
threat a notch, from orange to yellow.
Bush urged the United Nations to
lift ecooomlc sanctions against Iraq,
saying the country had been liberated by U.S.-led forces. "Thrrortsts and
tyrants have now been put on
notice," he added.
Four weeks after the war began,
American troops raided the
Baghdad home ofthe mastermind of
Iraq's biological weapons laboratory
and also discovered a recently abandoned Palestinian terrorist tratntng
camp on the outskirts of the capital.
Army forces exchanged fire With
a small number of di~hard paramil-

Freedom:
CONTIN UE D FROM PAGE 1

"Red Ragtop," a song written by
White and performed by Tim
McGraw, reached No. 5 on the
Billboard country chart, but the
song lyrics were debated in Texas.
White appeared on "Connie
Chung lbnight" and participated in
a debate over the lyrics with a Thxas
DJ who refused to play the song.
Music from different generations
with questionable and unpatriotic
lyrics, such as pieces by Beethoven,
the song "Strange Fruit," rap music
and music by Elvis Prestley and
Bob Dylan, also were presented.
A 1954 newspaper headline once
read: "Control the Dim-Wits! " referring to the censorship and rewriting
of songs with questionable lyrics.
The song "Louie, Louie," recorded in 1963 by The Klngsmen, was
under a six-city FBI investigation of
its lyrics for 30 months.
Freedom Sings presented a

itary fighters north ofBaghdad, then
took out two surfa~to-atr missile
systems and three anti-aircraft guns
left over from Saddam's military.
Iraqis in Mosul said three people
were k.Uled and at least 11 wounded
when shooting erupted for the second straight day. Iraqis blamed the
Americans, but the ctrcumstances
were cloudy.
Gen. Thmmy Franks, in command
of more than 200,000 troops in the
war zone, lit up a cigar as he toured
the palace j ust outside Baghdad that
had been part of Saddam's realm.
Franks and other senior officers sat
in plush green chairs with gold,
wood trtm for the briefing With Bush
in Washington, held over a secure
vtdeoconference linkup.
Earlier, the four-star general
Viewed, With eVident disgust, gold
sink flxtures, a gold toilet paper dispenser and a toilet bowl brush lnslde
one of the bathrooms.
"It's the oil for palace program,"

"Drug Music Medley" of popular
songs that were once banned by the
government and radio for drugrelated lyrics.
Paulson said songs labeled as
dangerous music today will som~
day be played in the frozen foods
aisle of the grocery store and in el~
vators.
Paulson said results from a survey showed four of 10 people said
songs should not be played if the
lyrics offended anyone. This year,
one of two people said the First
Amendment goes too far.
"I'm glad there is something like
this is going on," said Nathan
Davenport, a freshman music education major. "Most people just
watch CNN and believe whatever
those people tell them to do, and
they don't use their own mind or
freedom of speech."
Kelly Kauzlarich, a freshman el~
mentary education major, said the
presentation was not what she
thought it would be.

he said, a biting reference to the U.N.
program that allowed Iraqi oil
exports on roodltion that the proceeds went to food for dvtlians.
Franks' Vlslt to Baghdad, from hJs
command headquarters in Qatar,
came less than two weeks after
Army tanks first rumbled through
the capital and one week after Iraqis,
aided by Marines, toppled a statue of
Saddam in a downtown dty square,
signaling the end of hJs regime.
Saddam tWice was the target of
U.S. bombs dropped on places where
he was believed to be, but hJs whereabouts are unknown. U.S. offldals
say they don't know if he is dead or
alive.
"The fact of the matter is,
though, he is gone. Whether he is
dead or alive, he is gone,"
Secretary of State Colin Powell
told Associated Press Television
News.
"He is no longer in the lives of
the people of Iraq."

By Megan Cranmer
STAFF WRITER

The department of music is proposing a program revis ion for fall
semester 2003 to present to the
Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday.
Any department can take
advantage of this process, which
reviews and evaluates the course
content, music professor Allan
Horney said.
The council will look over the
new and revised course proposals
and at some courses that may be
deleted.
The following courses will be
deleted by executive action: MUS
0054 and 3354 (Harp), 0062 & 3362
(Harpsichord), 0070 & 3370
(Composition) , 0071 &3371 (Organ

"I was surprised," she said. "I didn't know what to expect. I thought it
would j ust be about the First
Amendment, but I really like how
they entwined music into it."
Shonka Dukureh, an actress and
singer who recently starred in
Marcus Hummon's "American
Duet," is a new performer in
Freedom Sings.
"This is my fifth show, I'm a newcomer," she said. "I'm really learning. A lot of times when I mention
what I am doing to people, they
think: First Amendment, boring and
they think politics. But I think it's
important. I am a part of a show that
brings such a pivotal part of our
world as we know it and present it
in a simple , fun way."
Bill Lloyd, a former member of
the country duo Foster and Lloyd,
whose work has been recorded by
Hootie and the Blowfish and other
top acts, said he has been working
With Paulson for five years.
"This came out of his desire on a

program on how free speech and
music can tie together," he said.
"I'm a songwriter and performer in
Nashville, as are all the people in
the group. It's a great community of
musldans there, and Ken taps into
that, and we are very pleased to be
a part oflt."
Don Henry, a Grammy awardwinning songwriter whose work
has been recorded by Ray Charles,
Kathy Mattea and many others, has
said he has participated in Freedom
Sings since October and has participated in the annual Freedom Sings
every year in Nashville for the past
four years.
"It will remind them of the First
Amendment," he said. "It's the one
amendment we really take for
granted. It's the crutch of our constitution - without it, we would not
be the country that we are."
Paulson said Freedom Sings tries
to keep the show fair and balanced.
"What we want is people , liberal
and conservative, to leave the show

Service Playing), MUS 2221
Keyboard Pedagogy I, MUS 2222
Keyboard Pedagogy II, MUS 3221
Keyboard Pedagogy I II, MUS
3222 Keyboard Pedagogy IV and
MUS 4221 Pedagogy Recital
Proj ect.
Sixteen items will be acted upon
Music
Theory
including
Rudiments
and
Choral
Conducting.
These revisions are there to
benefit the students, Horney said.
"This process is to upgrade and
balance the content of the courses," he said. "It's to better prepare
the students and to help identify
our goals for them."
With the content being evaluated, the music department is hoping the proposal goes through and
will be in effect by fall.
with a better understanding of the
First Amendment right," he said.
Paulson said the tour began in
November, and this is Freedom
Sings' first national campus tour.
The tour is a two-week trial to see
how students on various campuses
will react and to see what material
works best.
Eastern was the second stop for
Freedom Sings on the tour. The tour
began at Ball State University in
Indiana and will be at Iowa State
University Thursday, and it Will
travel to a number of midwest colleges.
The tour will visit about 25 campuses a year.
Members of the audience singing
along to music, expressing their
opinions on subjects and danctng in
their seats as well as out of their
chairs were given free CD's or Tshlrts.

Freedom Sings is presented by
the First Amendment Center and
the Freedom Forum.
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Bush calls for end to sanctions against Iraq
ST. LOUIS (AP) - President
Bush urged the United Nations
Wednesday to lift sanctions that
have choked Iraq's economy for
nearly 13 years as he toured a
fighter j et factory that he said
helped defeat "a ruthless enemy."
Bush was careful not to declare
the war over, and he cautioned that
coalition forces still face serious

UPI:
CONTINU ED FROM PAGE 1

that's life,• said associate math
professor Charles Delman. He
will be Eastern's UPI president in
August.
The governor's recommended
cuts will total $112 million across
higher education for FY 04.
Instead of taking out of education, the state should raise taxes
and support public services,
Delman said.
"I understand the state's going
through a tough time," said Mary
Wohlrabe, journalism professor
and union member. "I can read the

Choice:

Campus groups say
administration has left
them alone
CONTINU ED FROM PAGE 1

Ruhaak, student executive vice
president, wrote a referendum
seeking First Amendment legislative protection. The bill was proposed Jan. 29 and was passed by
Student Senate the following day.
Ruhaak said he showed the legislation to Vice President for Student
Affairs Shirley Stewart, who
advised the bill be passed to the
Board of Trustees for board regulation or internal governing policy.

risks. But he basked in the success
of a military campaign that had
stirred such fierce opposition, noting battlefield successes, Iraqi
political prisoners freed, statues of
Saddam Hussein tom down and a
fledgling government being
assembled.
Throughout his speech at a
Boeing factory that assembles

newspapers.•
She said the university administrators understand the worries
faculty and the university community have about budget cuts.
"(Any cuts) in the academic
area would be troublesome. I
think Lou Hencken is on the same
square."
The salary provisions in the faculty contract came after 11
months of negotiations.
"What can one say but the budget situation is regrettable, especially since faculty have waited so
long for a settlement," said John
Allison, English professor and
union member.
"The administration at this present time has not done anything
that would make us wonder that
(censorship) could happen,"
Ruhaak said. "But this administration will not always be in place.
"This is really for the future, not
the present."
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Blair Lord said in a Jan. 14
article in The Dally Eastern News
censorship had never come up in
administrative meetings.
Alison Mormino, student body
president, said she is confident the
Board oflhlstees will pass Ruhaak's
First Amendment legislation.
"Our administration, our BOT is
more than willing to consider student opinion on everything, especially on current events," she said.
Representatives from campus

fighter jets, he used the past tense
when referring to the Iraq war.
"The quality of the workmanship
that goes into the aircraft that you
build here is one of the main reasons why we were successful in
making the world a more peaceful
place," he said.
"Just one month ago, the forces
of our coalition stood at the bor-

ders oflraq with orders to advance
hundreds of miles through hostile
territory against a ruthless
enemy," Bush told about 1,000
Boeing workers and military personnel on the factory floor. "'Ibday,
organiZed military resistance has
virtually ended; the major cities of
Iraq have been liberated."
After Iraq's 1990 invasion of

Fee:

Senate approves bylaw changing
AB's minimum reserve balance
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1

and Fee Review Committee the recommendation
that the textbook rental fee be increased by $3.80
to a total of $98.95.
The Student Senate approved revised
University Board bylaws tabled from the previous
meeting.
A bylaw change to the Apportionment Board for
lowering the minimum reserve account balance
from $100,000 to $75,000 also was approved.
The Campus Recreation allocation from the AB
organizations and subcommittees
that would have been affected by
administrative censorship, said
relationships with the university
are good in the area.
John T. Oertling, chair of the
department of theater arts, said
his department censors itself
when it selects a play. If a play was
to have questionable content,
Oertling said it would be noted in
advertising, thus giving people a
choice.
"We operate as an entity within
the university, and they have
never, to my knowledge, never
interfered with anything we've
done in terms of selecting plays,"
he said.
The University Board also censors its own programs, but Stewart
and Cecilia Brinker, director of

Kuwait, the United Nations
imposed sanctions that cut off
investment and development in the
country. Some oil sales were permitted to finance purchases of food
and medicine.
"Now that Iraq is liberated, the
United Nations should lift economic sanctions on that country," Bush
said.

for $38,000 for new weight machines was
approved.
The Student Senate voted in favor of allocating
itself$1,925 for the upcoming Recognized Student
Organization Banquet.
The Student Senate approved a resolution to
establish an annual student advocate award and
awarded sociology professor Reed Benedict the
award this year.
Chi Sigma Iota, an honorary counseling society
was approved as an RSO.
After the resignation of Brice Donnelly as chair
of the Thition and Fee Review Committee and the
Student Senate, senate member Larry Ward was
nominated\ and approved as interim chair of the
Thition and Fee Review Committee.

Student Life must give the OK for
contracts and advertisements as
supervisors.
Stewart said the gesture of signing the contract is of "courtesy,"
but admitted she does not weigh in
on concerts where the audience
will be of predominantly collegeage. She does, however, make suggestions for the Family Weekend
because the majority of the purchased tickets are from parents
and grandparents.
UB Chair Caleb Judy said he has
not run into any problems.
"If something ever came up, we
would of course fight for it,• he
said. "The things that have been
quasi-controversial the administration has been receptive to."
But what if something extremely controversial were to arise,

such as an Eminem concert or
something even more risque?
"If a random student comes up
and said they wanted us to bring
Marilyn Manson," Judy said. "The
first thing we would look at wouldn't be if it were controversial; we
would look at if it would be financially feasible and if we could sell
enough tickets to justify bringing
the show."
Melissa Burke-Huston, lectures
coordinator for the UB, said she
has followed Hosty and isn't convinced the university would not
use censorship powers if a precedent was set.
"If they had power, they would
probably use it," she said. "It
would be hard if they got that
much power, not to use it a little
bit."

Holy Week Schedule
April17, Holy Thursday:

6:00 pm, Mass at the Lord'sSupper
7:30pm, Mass at St. Charles

April17, Holy Thursday:
7:00pm to Midnight,Adoration
(Traditional time to spend with the Lord as he enters into passion)

Newman
Catholic
Center

April18, Good Friday:

Noon, Service w/ veneration of the cross
7:30 pm, Service at St. Charles

April19, Holy Vigil:

8:00pm, Vigil Service

April 20, Easter Sunday:
11:00 am, Mass
(Please note there is NO 9:00pm Mass on Easter Sunday)
8:00 &9:30am, Mass at St. Charles
All services take place at St. Philip Neri Chapel unless noted, which is located at the
Newman Center across from Andrews and Lawson Halls.
Make plans to enter into the high, holy, feast days of the Church. Even if you are going
home for the weekend , make plans to catch Holy Thursday and Good Friday here on
campus. Easter Sunday will mean so mush more to you if you do. You will not regret it.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Needed- Help t o pack dishes.
books. l inens. etc. . . in the
near future for the apartment
move. Also. girl (s) for l ight
housework duri ng summer.
348.1550
4/ 18
HA=-=-v=
E--=F""U::-:N,--A:-:-N:=D,--M:-::A..,-,K::-:E::-:-:M70NEY
OUTDOORS THIS SUMMER!!
Schaul's Signature Events in
Niles. IL is a full service catering
& event co. and we are offering
full and part-time summer positions for event staff. Candidates
must be friendly. dependable.
and team oriented. Schaul's
offers excellent pay $8-13 per
hour and a friendly work environment. To apply. call and request
an application. or on line at
schauls.com. or apply in person.
Schaul's Signature Events 7136
W. Touhy Ave . Niles. IL 60714.
(847) 647 -9304.
-,.--,--..,--------4/ 17
Great Lakes sports. arts. and
adventure camps. Staff and
Campers wanted for summer
2003. Focused modular programs
in golf. tennis. theater arts. music.
dance and creative arts. North
Shore Suburban Chicago. For
more information call toll free: 1886-404-2020.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
------,.---,----,----515
Now taking applications for part
time- nights and weekends. Apply
at Charleston Dairy Queen. 20
State Street
4/25
A --M""
E=-TA-=B-=o-L-=
IS-M--B,-,R""'EAKTHROUGH! "I lost 40 LBS in 2
months!" "Ephedra Free" 1-800231-5612
4/30

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLOATED MARKET RESPONSE i1 partnership with
WESTAFF is kxll<n;J for peoplejust ike
you to be a part ci our team!!! $7/HR
WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES
W:xk aJ'OlJ'1d YOUR sched.Jie with
our new flexil::re hous: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Busi1ess casual atmosphere Borl.IS potential Advancement
opporturlty Cal today to schecUe
your personal i1teMew: 345-1303
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

4 bedroom house NEWLY remodeled and 2 baths. Comes with stove,
fridge. WID, DSL wiring. 10 month
lease $275 per person. 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 16
House: 5 bedrooms with 2 baths, 2
kitchens with stove and fridge. Corne
with WID. diswasher. Plenty of extra
storage and DSL wiring. 10 month
lease. $275/per person 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 16
Now available for Fall 2003, studio apt. $260/month . Includes
heat. water, & trash. 411 Harrison.
897-6266.

1\km leasirv;J for Fal 2003. roomy 4 bedroom house. Nice paiD. good pcl1<ilg.
731 4th .$225 each. 897-6266.
-::-::---:----:-:-:-:=,...----:-'4/16
2 BR house. WI D, trash. furnished. off campus. Available
Aug. $500/month. 345-3411
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
Very nice 1 BR apartment. All utilities paid. Available June. $450
per month. 345-3411
---,-----,...,...,....,--,--,.,....-~·4117
Rooms for rent 2003-2004 School
Year. Two locations: 2nd St &
Monroe. Call 345.0853 or 342.4399

3 and 4 bedroom homes close to
campus with washer and dryer.
No pets. Call 345-9670.
::-:-::--::::-=:-----=..,..,---'4/18
1,2&3 BR apts. Oldetowne
Management. Close to campus.
345.6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
3 BR 2nd floor of 2 flat. 1409 9th
street. Everything is new. Must
see. $235 per month per student.
plus utilities. No pets. No laundry.
Call 348-1474 for showing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
5-6 bedroom house. 1409 9th Street.
House has 6 bedrooms but I will consider arty 5 students. Completely
remodeled. Hardwood floors. cei~ng
fans. Must see. $235 per month per
student pus utilities. No pets. No
laundry. Cal 348-1474 for showing.
4/18
15:=-29=-=D.,..iv:-isi:-on--=s-t.-:1:-::
/ 2,...-,-,bl,--oc"'7ks n.
O'Brien Stad. 2.000 sq. ft. 4-5
bedrooms. 2 1/ 2 baths. Family
room. washer/ dryer. dishwasher.
patio. cent. air. 345-6991
=-=----..,..-------=:--'4/18
1 BR apartment for rent. Partially
furnished. $310/month. Water
and trash included. Call 348-1234
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18

ATTENTION LADIES: LARGE 3
BEDROOM VICTORIAN. HUGE
KITCHEN. COZY LIVING ROOM,
HARDWOOD FLOORS COMFORTABLY SUITABLE 3-4 GIRLS. $260/
MONTH PER STUDENT-345-7507.
----,--,---..,---·4/18
2 bedroom house. 3 blks from campus. off-street parking. AIC. furnished. trash paid. 217-868-9015
4/18
ro_m_O=cl,.-,d....,.M..,...a7in. 75&.,..-::6 BR
1 .,..,bl,--oc"'7k-:f:homes. 3 BR apts, remodeled
house for 2. WI D $250/ person.
549-1521
..,...,.-,--,--,--,---,---,---·4118
2 BR partially furnished apt on
square. Available now or Fall.
$360/month total. 10 or 12 month
lease. 345-4336
- - - - - - - - - , - -·4/18
Nice 4 bedroom house. 2 baths,
semi-furnished, A!C and dishwasher. Trash paid. 11 month
lease. $245 per month plus utilities. Call 348-8641 after 5pm.

FOR RENT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·4/ 16

I1Wl.fl'ti1W MAf/h(aflHf

1,2, &JBedrooms

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• L o t s o f s p a ce
• Swimming poo l
• Volleyba ll c o urt

washer/dryer
ale
o deck
o dishwasher
o DSL!phone/cable jacks
o new carpet &vinyl
o
o

]~o-oo]]

.J lrn Wood. Re!.a I tor
Street. P.O . Box

I. .

The Best Features:

Close to campus

~

The Best Deal:

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER: Prayers. Tonight. Holy Thursday from
7pm to midnight in the St. Philip Nari Chapel. Spend a moment in the
quiet as we enter into the Lord's Passion and Death.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER: Mass of the Lord 's Supper tonight at
6pm in the St. Philip Nari Chapel located at the Newman Catholic
Center across from Andrews and Lawson halls.

rent from $188/person
o low electric avgs.
o ample free parking
o trash paid
o

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION: Speaker. tonight at 7pm in
the Life Science Building room 3080.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS: Meeting tonight at 6pm in
Effingham Room. Elections are being held tonight! Don't miss your
chance!

217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Student: D Yes D No

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use onM:
Compos~or: __
Personaccepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $

Payment: Check No.

Dates torun:

Ad to read:

~bt Nt\tr !Jork ~imt£l

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Chicke n s
GS u bject f or
Fermi
10Chinese
image in a
shrine
14K ind o f box
15Mother o f
Castor and
Pollu x
16Dr. Ore contemporary
17Words from
you ng
George
Wasli~ngton?
19Collapsed
20S it (down)
21 Petrol purchase
22Exultation
23Some tournaments
25P r ince
Edward. e .g .
27D irector 's cry

30Penn State
branch s ite
31 What m ig h t
have a .person spin n ing?
34" Doctor
W ho" a i rer
37 Pop s inger
Mann
38Soun d heard
d uring a
massage

Edited by Will Shortz

47Char m ingly
odd
50 Precept
52 Press

No. 0306

53From the
beQinning:
La[
551n - l ine s kating gear
59"Not retu rn able"
GOOutlaw's
li m it?
62Possible
result of
bankruptcy

63The Phan tom
o f the Opera
39"Vive
!"
64Something t o
go under
41Nitrous
oxide, e.g.
650bedience
school com42Like a
mand
stressful job?
66Writ er lsak
45Through
D inesen, e.g.
46Latke ingre67Costa del
d ients
Sol featu re

ANSWER TO TODAY' S PUZZLE

hT-I--I--

DOWN
1 B it o f a cloud
13Mount
2 "Amer
, ican
18Graff of "Mr.
Belvedere"
3 Catala n
pain ter Joan 24Japanese
game figures
4 V icti m of a
26W ide, i n a
d r ift net
way
5 Farm p en
GF rench actor
Delon
7Libretti
8 R iver of
Brandenburg

30 cents per word frst day ad runs. 10cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word frst day for students with valid ID, and 10cents per word
each consecutive day afieiWard. 15 word millnum.
DEADLINE2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NOEXCEPTIONS
The News reserves lhe right to edit or refuse ads considered ibelous or in bad taste.

--m:m

345-6000

CAMPUS CLIPS

C ha rleston, IL 61920

Classified ad form

.=:!J':.; Across fromCarmanHall ~=---

~ r--" ~

377

The Daily Eastern News

-~--,--,...--,----·4122

Nice 4BR home. 1 1/ 2 baths. fully
furnished. 2 car detached garage.
Cl A. cheap utilities. 1 blk from
campus. Call 217-857 -3611
4/ 25

Lincolnwood PinA... AA
Apartments

4LOCATIONS

NOW it's time to find a place, to decide where.
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2·5.

1512 A

= = = = = = = = ' 4/17

House mh 5 bedrooms only 2 bbcks
from campus. Pa:tially fi..rnished mh
sto.te and fridge. Has new fi..rnace
and very spacious. 10 month lease.
$275/per person. 345-5088

9 Dessert w ine
10Shake a b it

~+'+1:!-1 11 Seat of
Mari on
County. Fla.

27pke gossipIng ton gues
28Herbal "pet"
29A IIen a n d
Conway
30For grades K
through 12
32Lock mak er
33Unnecessary
p art

~~L.Ul~ 12Eveni n g hour 34 Esprit

35 Beethoven's
birthplace
36Weeds
40Voters' survey
43Wild
44L ik e a
bric k s 45Engine type

56Andrea
Bocelli piece

57 S ideless
wagon

47Suppress
48Star bears
49Catlik e
50Snake
venom. e.g.
51 Summon
mentally
54Theda of
silents

581 998
M .V.P.

61 Stun

N.L.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SUB LESSORS

2/3 BR House. 1810Johnson $25012.
$200/3 348-5032 or 345-3790

and 2 bedroom apartments
available summer and 2003-2004
semesters. Call for info: 345-4602

2 BR apt completely furnished
newly remodeled, no pets. trash &
w ater furnished . $235 per student . 235-0405.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 BR townhouse apt. furnished,
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks
from campus. Call 348-0350
00
FA....,.L.,L 703=---=-2-=
B=R-=F""UR::-:Nc:-A..,.,P=T:-$:-::2""'35=-ea.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048
00
3 =B-=R""ho
:--u-se--=-for-r-en-t~f~or-F~a-=11""2=003.
Good location WI D & AC, trash, off
street parking. no pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

$299/ MO. INCLUDES HEAT.
WATER. & TRASH. ABOVE
MOM' S. DAVE 345-2171. 911 am.

Beautiful house on 1st Street.
short walk from campus and rec.
$280 a month, must be a girl. Call
soon! 581-2066

---:----::---::--::----:-::--:-:-:-=4/25

Housilg for 1-5 residents. VARIETY.
Lists at 1512 A. Street 'IIOOd Rentals,
Jim 'llbod. Realtor. 345-4489
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
3 BR APT LOCATED AT 202 1/ 2
6TH ST. CARPETED. NEW
KITCHEN . BATH WITH SHOWER.
AIC, WASHER & DRYER. CALL
345.7522 AFTER 5:30 345.9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 30
2 BR Apartments, CIA. 2 blocks
from campus . Call 345-9636 after
6pm
- - - - - - _ _ _ , - 4/ 30
4 bedroom house, WI D. basement. 10 or 12 month lease, near
campus. Call 348-7563.

512

4~B~R~H~O~U~SE~.~1~1~
1 2~ba-t~
hs-.-w~alkto

Buzzard.
345.4489,
Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2

NEAT 3 BR house for 3 quiet residents. Fresh carpet. vinyl. cabinets. Washer/ dryer, a/ c . $630
month. 345.4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2

3 BR HOUSE. 1 block to Stadium,
w /d, central a/c. $630 month.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

512

3~B~R~h-o_u_s_e~~~or~3~-4~
. ~1~b~loc~k

to

EIU, c lose to Stix, Krackers, etc.
Ugly. but mechanically sound.
$630 month. 345.4489. Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

.-::----:---:---:---::--:-5/2

~~:--::--=-=-::--:-::--5/5

1025 4th St. 5 BR partially furnished,
deposit
required.
Available August. 618-580-5843
--------,--.,....,....,...,--,-519
Available August 15, 2003, 2 BR
Fum Apt. Laundry on premises,
parking & trash included. Very
c lean, nice & locally owned. On
campus by EIU police. Please call
for appt. 348.0673
00
1 ~B::-:E:-:D-=R-::0-::0-M-H-:0:-U-::S-=E-.-A-V--AI LAB LE JUNE 1ST. $300 PER
MONTH. INCLUDES TRASH
REMOVAL. 345-4010.
00
1 -=B-=E-=-D-=-Ro,...o-=-M--A-::P:-A=-RT=-M-:E:-N-::
T""S-,ON
THE SQUARE. LIKE NEW. EXTRA
NIC E. C/A, CARPET. AND DISHWASHER. AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST
AND AUGUST 1ST. $300 PER
MONTH AND $350 PER MONTH.
INCLUDES WATER AND TRASH .
345-4010
---=-=_ _ _ _ _ _00
Large 1 BR apartment , can be
made into 2. 1 studio apartment. Both in same house. 1
block off campus, on 7th street.
Both can be furnished. Call
217-728 -8709
----------00
Great location across from park! 4
bed. 2 shower, off street parking.
large backyard, new WI D. $250
per/ person + deposit . 1210
Division . 235-0939.

~----------.,-------~00

Grad student, faculty. staff. Apts
for 1 person, c lose to EIU. $300350. 345.4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

REDUCED RATES, 3 BR APTS
FOR FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE.
NO PETS. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

-,-,,------,-----.,..--512

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnw ood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
00
su
·""M""M~ER~M"'IN:::I-=s=T-=-o=RA:-G::-:E:-.7M""in.3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 BR apt. 1/ 2 block to Rec Ctr,
cable incl. central a/c. $230/ person. 345.4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2

2 BR money saver @ $190/ person . Cable & water incl. Don't
miss it. 345.4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

512
B'-=R=n=TA-:-:N:::Y-:-=R-:::
ID:-:G:-::E,.-,T=cO::-:-W:-:-N""H""O::-:USES, NEW CARPET. VINYL.
DSU phone/ cable outlets. Best
floor plan, best prices! 345.4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

~=-=----=-----~...,.5/2

4 BR house for 4, great 10th St
location, 1 1/ 2 baths, a/c .
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

----...,...---,-----5/2
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one @
$350/ mo. Cable TV & water incl.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

-=-=---------~5/2

4 BR apt. $225 each. 1/ 2 b loc k
f rom campus .Trash included.
Plenty of free parking. 3456967
00

Ni~c-e-=5~B~R~2~b-a~th~ho_u_s_e~2~b~l~ocks

from campus. CIA. Free w asher
and dryer. Low utilities. Private
backyard. We mow. Trash included. $245 each. 345-6967
00
N ·~c-e-4,..--~B~R---,h_o_
u_s_e_w~/~off=ice.

Excellent location. Near Lantz.
Call 345-0652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
House for rent. 3-4 BR. 2 show ers, air, WI D, off-street parking.
202.4456

~---=-=-=---:-~-=---....,00

2 BR apts near Buzzard. $460/ 12
months, water incl. Low utilities,
AIC, coin laundry. ample parking.
345.4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2, 3&4 BR
houses. Great locations, close to
campus. 24/7 maint. Great prices.
Call now! 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

-------,----,,....512

FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2&4 BR
houses, DSL wiring. central air,
ceiling fans, cable/ phone j acks,
2417 maint. 10 or 11 1/ 2 month
lease, W/ D, newer appliances.
Call 346-3583

For rent. remodeled 2 & 3 BR
apts. WI D. 10 mo lease.
$200/ person. 549-1521

-=-=-~~--:-::--::--:---::-5/5

9 12 Division . Nice 3 bedroom
house. $570 rent. $570 deposit.
Trash included. 217-932-2910.

--::--:--::---::-::-,...,...--::--:5/5

Homes for fall 3,4,5 BR W/ D, C/ A,
trash paid, within 2 blocks of
campus 345-3253

.,....----------=-------5/5

Nice home, 4 girls, for fall. WI D,
CIA, DW trash paid, close to campus. 345-3253
.-::---=-----:-::-::--:-:-::75/ 5
Renting Rooms for fall. Utilities
paid, 1/ 2 block from campus.
345-3253

515
G-=R-=E...,.,AT=--L-=o-=c--AT=-10.,.--N:--N-1N...,
T.....,H-/LI NCOLN ONE, 2 BR APTS SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS.
348-0209.

~-~~~~~~~00

NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice.
brick house. Excellent Location . 8
people, $250/ person. 345.0652.
leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
For 4-5 persons, central air,
w asher/ dryer.
dishwasher,
garbage disposal. 2 1/2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 246-3083
00
RO=-Y_A_L_H-:E:-IG=-H-=T=-=s-A-=P=-=T-=S-:15""09.,...
-,
S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

Nice 1 BR apt with office spac e.
Excellent location. $350 per
month. Call 345-0652.
00
ST,..IL-L--=-sM--=-EL--L-=
TH-=E=--N-=E:-W:--::C::-O·N STRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w / stove. refrig.
micro, dishwasher, w asher/ dryer.
Trash paid. $450/ single. $275
ea/2
adults.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com
00
3 -=-BLO:-C:-K-:S,.-,F::-:R-:
0:-M-=-EI_U_@
--,-,200,..,..-1.S.

-.,...---~-=-=-::-:----00

12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet
your needs. Fum.@ $435/ single.
$500/2 adults. Unfurn. @$395/ single. $460/2 adults. Stove, refrig.
micro, laundry room . Trash paid.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts .com
00
CL-O
::-:S:-:E--=
T-=
o --=-S-H70.,.
PP
=-I-N-=G-!-1-=3·0 5

Comfy. large 2 BR house. All
rooms with DSL. cable, phone
jac ks. New AIC, furnace, and
dishw asher. W/ D, trash/ mowing
included. Nice yard. 24/7 maint.
10-12 month appliances and window s . Low utilities. Off -street
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583

18th Street. 2 BR apts w /stov e.
refrig. micro, laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/ 2
adults. Trash included. 348-77 46
www.charlestonilapts.com

---~.,--------00

Cozy. 2 BR house all rooms with
DSL. cable, phone j acks. All new
appliances and windows. Covered
front porch. New AIC and furnace.
Low utilities. Trash and mowing
included. Off-street lighted parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24-7 maint. 10- 12 mo/lease. 4 min
to EIU. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

------------------~00

NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS
$280/ PERSON.
FURNISHED.
SUPER
LOW
UTILITIES.
DSU ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022

LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms
with NEW DSL. cable, phone
jacks and fans, WI D, C/ A, furnac es, dishwasher, refrigerator
and range. Off-street lighted parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24/7 maint. 10-1 2 mo/ lease. 4 min
to EIU. mowing and trash included. JWheels 346-3583

_______.oo

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1.2&3
BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161 .
- - - - - - - -·0 0
2 nice houses, all appliances,
WI D. Available Spring & Fa11 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7 530
00

~~~~------~~00

HUGE 4 BR house with BIG closets! 3 new baths, all rooms with
DSL cable, phone jacks and fans.
New W/ D, AIC. 2417 maint. 10-12
mo/ lease/ All new window s. offstreet lighted parking. Great front
porch and deadbolts on doors! 4
minutes to EIU. Mowing and trash
included. JWheels 346-3583
_________________00

SE::71T
=cS::-:I::-:-NG~ER::--A:-:P=T=S--:1 6::-:1-=1-=9TH

STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT &
GARBAGE
FURNISHED.
9
MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE.
CALL 345-7136

--------~00

N 0 N sEQuITuR

.~~::-:::---~~~~~00
NICE. 2 BR apts still avail. for next
year. $225 -$300/ person. Good
locations, good condition, locally
owned, locally maintained. No
pets. 345-7286

~~------~----~00

2 BR house next to Morton Park.
Available for $375/ month. Pets
are welcome. 235-3373 or 3485427

------------.,-----~00

4 bedroom house for rent for
2003-04. WI D and large parking
area. 1527 2nd St. Call 237 -3737.
4/ 18

FOR SALE

----=--~---~----·4/1 8

Female Slblessor wanted. Ct.te. cozy
2 bdrm Apt Great location. Cheap
rent. Free parl<ilg. cal 345-1472

------------,---·4122
5LtJEssor needed! 1 bect0011 neNtj
rermctaed CIJX Available fobMlg fnals.
$200'rmrth d:Jo! Cal Erica 84()..4721.
4/ 25

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Ring at Trim, Tone. and
Tan. Very sentimental. rew ard
offered- no questions asked Call
581-3766, ask for Ali
4/ 18

PERSONALS
Greek Awards Bancp..iet tooig1t at 6pm
in the Grand Batoorn ci the Unoo.
-:---:-:-:-:-:---:-----:--:--...,..,..-::4117
Corilne wtitlatch geatjob with Greek

Hide-a-bed, recliner, entertainment center. 3 tables, lamp.
Good condition $150. cell 618977 -0647

~~---=-=---==-4/17

1979 Camaro T-Tops. 350 runs
great. clean, fun car. $2200 OBO
345-3931. Ask for lan.
-----~---4/1 8
Eat healthy. organic eggs. cage
hens.
Local
farms.
free
$1.50/ dozen. 234-9253
4/ 18

Tw-o~2~0~0:-:1~H7o_n_d~a~E:-::I'Ite--=s-=R-s""coot:-

ers, Model SA50. Very low
mi les. $1400 each OBO Call
345 -4171
~-=--....,....,_______4122
1999 Toyota RAV4. 4 door sedan,
2 wheel drive. $11,000. Less than
27k miles. 345-4425
4/ 25

ROOMMATES
Roommates looking for one more.
Townhouse,
WI D.
DSL
$280/ month. Call 345-8282
- - - - - - - - - , - - - - - 4/ 18
Looking for a female roommate
for 2 BF apt. June 1. close to
campus . Call 345-9571 or 5495749.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 30
wanted,
Roommates
$295/ month.
Call
Lindsey
348.1479

--------=--~~-=-~00
·

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartment s. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd . Call 346-3583

----------------~00

Silg. Love your Sig Kap Sisters.
--:----:::---...,.,---.,-...,.-·4/ 17
Barrie Grapenthien and Laurie
Foss great job with Greek Week,
love your Sig Kap Sisters.
4/ 17

Trba. -:Petascn-::-:--:Jen-'Mscn-,--Kaie---,.~~·:

great job on Greek IM:!ek Steeri1g
Camilee.lo.le your 59 Kap Sisters.
4/ 17
59...,.Kap-,.:-'tlai--d. ea=--9-CII-bb---i:o_IS_on. Frst

Placel Yru v.ee GREAlllo.le 59 Kap
4/ 17
AT:::
T.,-EN...,.T=-1-=-0-N-A-LL---,G:-:R:-A-:D-U:-:'ATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, and
are not sure how to pick it up. come
to the Student Publications offiCe,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall, and for
only $4 w e will mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.
00

ANNOUNCEMENTS
$5, $5, $5!!! SEE WHAT $5
BUYS!!! AT JUST SPENCES.
1148 6TH STREET. OPEN TUESDAY-SATURDAY 1:30-5PM 3451469. DONATIONS WELCOME!!
4/ 16
ATI=E-=-N-:Tl:-0:-N--AL--L--=G-=-RAD--=-U-,.AT
: ING

are rterested i1 a
yearbook ci your sertJr year. aoo are
not Slle OO.V to pel< it up. come to the
Studert Pli:JIK:ations dlice, roan 1802
Buzzard Hal and for ortj $4 we .,.,.,.
mai you a copy i1 the Fal ~ they
are p..tJished. Cal581-2812 for more
SENIORS! If you

ilfamation.
_________________00

BY WILEY MILLER
IN~t>.'T "8/.-U[b'' ~ f>.-.
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--------=--~_00

~~~-:--::-=-----,.-00

SPACIOUS, 1 BR apt across from
EIU At 1542 4th St. All elec, cent.
Air. Good c loset Space. Trash &
parking included . Ideal for mature
student or couple. Availabilities
for June & August. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within w alking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

B0 0 ND0

cKs

BY AARON MCGRU DER

IS "THERE ANYTHING
I-IAPPENING IN lHE WORL!I
~0, ~ROM IRAQ?

------,-----.,....,...,----oo

B'7
U"'C-:-:H::-A::-:-NA.,.,N~ST=:R::-::E:-=E=T7
A=PT
=s=-.71,2,3

BR. OFF-STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 549-6215

WI D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

NIC E APTS STILL AVAILABLE!
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location, reasonable
rates, trash, off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

---,------~~~--~00

Leasing summer for 10-12 month.
1 BR {$350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts, furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.

Newly recarpeted, 1.2.3 BR apts
on campus. Call Lindsay at 3481479

Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
c lose to campus. Several 1.2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

515

Tired of apt living? Riley Creek
Properties has clean 3 BR homes
& townhouses available beginning
June 1st. All partially or fully furnished & close to campus. restaurants/shopping. PETS CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341 days or
345.6370
evenings.
Leave
Message.

4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, AIC &
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

ess Hea
a Bit South?

. . ._,.,"" . . ertise in the DEN 581-2816

I "THINK I flEAR!I SOMETHING LAST WEEK A~OOT SOW
MYSTIRIOOS KILLER IUNESS, lHE ECONOMY ON lHE IIERGE
Of (QUAPSE, ANO SOMEONE IN NORlH KOREA REAllY TO
VAPORIZE LOS ANGELES. FUT "THAT'S IT _ NOlHING ~IG -·
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Graduation:

Several coaches think
graduation numbers
are deceiving
CONTIN UE D FROM PAGE 12

"When we go to recruit these
kids, the first thing the parent
asks us is what our graduation
rate is."
The Huskies graduated 42 percent of its men's basketball players and 62 percent of its athletes.
Secondly - The NCAA also
doesn't count college athletes who
decide to turn professional, even
if they come back and get their
degree in six years.
"I think that is what makes our
figures look really bad, but I can't
even tell them to stay,• Weber
said. "That's what makes college
basketball so different. How
many other sports exist where a
kid can go professional worldwide?"
This part of the formula is what
normally Jowers the ranking for
the major programs in the country. At the NCAA coaching meetings in Indianapolis, Ind., Tom
Izzo, Michigan State men's basketball head coach is a big advocate of removing that part of the
policy.
"He is always getting up and
saying that his graduation rate

will always look bad because I've
got kids who want to make
money," Weber said. "When I was
an assistant at Purdue, Glenn
Robinson counted against us but
one would argue he's making OK
money."
This is why Weber tracks each
of his players and hands that to
parents of a recruit he is pursuing.
"I had them on my list of my
players, and they can look and see
that this person graduated, but
not with us," Weber said.
Southern Illinois graduated 27
percent of its men's basketball
players and 54 percent of its athletes.
Lastly - As of next year, the
NCAA is mandating a 25-40 rule
which clearly states that an athlete must know have 25 percent
(previously 20) of his graduation
requirement complete as a freshman. As a sophomore, he must
complete 40 percent (previously
25) of his requirement done. This
rule limits the options a studentathlete has when he or she decide
to change majors.
'"Twenty-five to 40 is a big
jump, which makes it harder for a
recruit to transfer or change a
major even once," Judson said.
"An average kid in college
changes majors three times but it
hampers athletes' options when
they want to,· Weber said.
If that's not enough, if a coach
were to concentrate on following
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"... Glenn Robinson
counted against us but
one would argue he's
making OK money. "
-Bruce Weber

the graduation rate exactly, the
possibility of not having a j ob
increases.
"When I took over at Southern,
I had seven players on the roster
and I was forced to sign transfers, · Weber said. "At a midmajor, if a coach depends on
freshman, his butt will get fired
in three years.•
The conundrum facing college
basketball coaches is a main reason why a negative rumor has
developed about the sport in general.
"Every coach in the country
wants a new system because, as a
group, basketball has received a
black eye over the years considering academics," Samuels said.
In the end, most coaches will
argue the situation doesn't start at
the collegiate level but finishes
there.
"We have to make them students at the j unior high and high
school level,· Weber said. "Once
they get to college, you can lead a
horse to water, but you can't make

Wizards fall in
MJ's last game
PHILADELPH IA
{AP)
Michael Jordan's final shot was a
free throw, and like his final
appearance in an NBA uniform, it
was good.
Jordan played the last game of
his illustrious career Wednesday
night, receiving a lengthy standing
ovation from nearly everyone in
the arena - including the coaches
and the other players.
Jordan soaked it all up with a
wide smile and a wave to the crowd
after exiting the game for good
with 1:44 remaining in the fourth
quarter of a 107-87 loss to the
Philadelphia 76ers.
Jordan finished with 15 points,
four rebounds and four assists in
28 minutes - drawing several
adoring ovations from the last sellout crowd that will ever watch him
play.
His final points almost looked
scripted, with Eric Snow of the
76ers fouling Jordan in the backcourt, for no apparent reason
except to send him to the line.
Both foul shots went in, and the
Wizards committed a foul one sec-

ond later so that Jordan could be
removed from the game and
receive the proper send-off. In a
rare scene, the 10 players who
remained on the court turned to
Jordan and applauded, too.
It wasn't the kind of ending
Jordan would have preferred: a
game that was meaningful only to
the opposing team. But it was a
stirring night nonetheless, the last
time the basketball public was
treated to the sight of one of the
greatest athletes in history playing
the game one last time.
With the Sixers ahead by 21
points with 9 1/2 minutes remaining, the crowd began chanting "We
want Mike.· The chant grew louder
as the period progressed with
Jordan remaining seated, and fans
ignored the game to stand and
stare at the Wizards' bench, wondering why Jordan wasn't playing.
Eventually,
this
being
Philadelphia, they booed.
Jordan finally pulled his
warmups off and re-entered the
game with 2:35 left for his brief
final appearance.
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OVC SOFTBALL

Purdue:

OVC softball
favorites starting
to take form

Panthers manage two
hits in two games
CO NTINUED FROM PA GE 12

By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS ED ITOR

The Ohio Valley Conference softball
standings are starting to resemble preseason rankJngs.
After winnlngj ust one of Its first slx
conference games, defending OVC
champion and preseason favorite
Eastern Kentucky University {18-14,
4-5) had a three-game sweep of Austin
Peay State University {15-21, 5-5).
Austin Peay was ranked slxth In the
OVC preseason coaches' poll.
The Colonels squeaked out a pair of
3-2 Wins against the Governors In a
Saturday doubleheader. The Colonels
dominated the third game Sunday
behind a one-run performance by senlor Jonelle Csora.
Csora and the rest of Eastern
Kentucky's pitching staff yielded less
than one earned run {0.95 ERA) a game
In the series against Austin Peay.
While Eastern Kentucky has struggled, Thnnessee Tech {27-12, 9-2), who
was selected to finish second In the
preseason poll, surged.
The Golden Eagles are tied for the
lead In the OVC with TennesseeMartin {19-21, 10-3), the preseason
third place selection
Thch took two of three games from
Southeast Missouri State University
{9-21, 5-5) last weekend. SEMO won
the first game 4-2, but Thch came back
to win the other two 4-3, 7-3.
Thch senior first baseman LeeAnne
Mongar had a huge series against the
Otahkians earning OVC Player of the
Week honors. The Chattanooga, Thnn.,
native batted .462 In the series with

Softball standings
ovc
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State

OVERALL

9-2
10-3
5-5
5-5
4-5
3-6

27-12
19-21
15- 21-1
9-21
18-14
6-24-1

3-7
4-10

8-25

8-26

two doubles, a home run and four
RBis.
Mongar made her biggest Impact In
the second game of the series. She hit
a two-run double to tie the game In the
bottom of the seventh Inning and then
hit a solo home run to Win the game In
the bottom of the ninth.
SEMO's win against Tech helped
Thnnessee-Martin, who won all three
of Its games with Morehead State
University {6-24-1, 3-6). With the
sweep of the Eagles, the Skyhawks
were able to gain a game In the standIngs to tie Thch for the conference
lead.
Tennessee-Martin senior Kendra
Kosco pitched two shutouts against
Morehead and earned OVC Pitcher of
Week honors. She allowed just three
hits In 12 innings In the two games and
lowered her ERA to 2.03.
Eastern {8-24, 3-7) is starting to gain
momentum In the conference, but this
week will be difficult for the Panthers.
After losing to Purdue Wednesday In a
doubleheader, the Panthers will face a
rejuvenated Eastern Kentucky team.

Senior Kari Hagerty makes a pitch during a home game at William s
Field. Eastern c urrently sits in seventh place in the OVC standings.

McElroy:

Better advertising needed for baseball team
CONT INUE D FROM PAGE 12

Could this attitude by the students be because of bad advertising?
I think so.
"Really the only major advertising I see around campus is for the
basketball or the football team,• said 1)'rone Gamer II, a junior jazz
and percussion major.
"I th.ink the paper should spice up the stories to make the students feel like they've missed something,• said Randall Green, a
freshmen undecided major. "It's easy to recogniZe the best player
on the basketball team, Henry Domercant, or on the football team,
Tony Romo or J.R Thylor, but I couldn't name one person on the
baseball team, let alone Its best player. •
Only time will tell if the baseball team will get the publicity
around campus I think It should get.
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Searle said. "We started off good
with a hit In the first but couldn't
get much else. Later, we had a couple of strikeouts looking, and we
just couldn't recover."
Purdue didn't allow Eastern to
'recover' after an eight-run first
Inning off Panthers pitcher Ashley
Condon. Lilley led off the game
with a homer to left field, and the
hits kept coming. The Boilers' first
five batters reached base and
scored three runs when the
Panthers recorded their first out.
Purdue would tack on another
run In the second when right fielder Angela Knight had a two-out
base hit off relief pitcher Jen
Green to score Jones.
Purdue scored two more runs In
the fourth on a double by catcher
Kristen Schell and a single by left
fielder Cheryl Buergler to open up
an 11-run lead.
The Panthers needed to score
two runs In the top of the fifth to
avoid losing by the 10-run rule but
could muster only one hit In the
Inning.
According to Searle, the game
was much closer than the final
score indicated.
~They (Purdue) had 12 hits that
were bloopers," Searle said. "(The
hits) were like adding Insult to
Injury."
Although Searle was disappointed with the outcome, she noted the
games were non-conference, and
said the Panthers will be ready this
weekend for a critical three-game
series against conference rival
Eastern Kentucky.
"Despite the loss, we still the
opportunity to do good things In the
Ohio Valley Conference,• Searle
said. ~This loss gives us a lot of
Incentive this weekend. Hopefully
the loss will motivate the rest of
the season In the OVC."

Karaoke 9-12 DJ 12-Ciose

$2 16oz Bud & Bud Light
$2 Jack Daniels Mixers
Prizes & Giveaways
All Night

aU'J~rti:i~

in til~ UE~J
5U'I-2816

OLD SCHOOL (R) Daily 7:15
THE CORE (PG1 3) Daily 7:00
S.OOWP'illlE
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MMTOON

Off Rt..1~ Eomt af 1-51 hy C;ulo Cllnh:

2S.t..M9S Oil' 348-8894

AMANAPART (R) Daily4:50, 7:30, 9:50
ANGERMANAGEMENT (PG13) Dai~
4:00, 5:10, 7:00, 7:50, 9:40, 10:20
BRINGINGDOWN THEHOUSE(PG13)
Daiy 4:15,6:45, 9:30
HEAD OFSTATE(PG13) Dai~ 5:20, 7:40,
10:00
PHONE BOOTH (R) Daily5:30, 8:00, 10:10
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NO HITTER

Gregory McElroy

SOFTBALL

Purdue boils up a no no

STAFF WRITER

• Purdue hurler thr ows no hitter in
first game; Panthers dr op two games

Take me out
to the ball
game
As I sat at Coaches' Stadium
early Saturday morning, waitIng for the game to begin, I
noticed something. A Jot of
adults were in the stands but
only a handful of Eastern students.
That really puzzled me.
There were not many students
taking advantage of such a new
and beautiful stadium on a
beautiful, warm day.
In an attempt to ask the students around campus about the
baseball team, the initial
response from each person was
the same: "I don't know anything about the baseball team.•
That was obvious.
But In an attempt to dig
deeper about why students
don't know about the baseball
team, more Interesting answers
came out.
From the students' opinions,
the responses are summed up
In two words: Poor advertising.
"College baseball, In general,
isn't that big, and to be honest, I
don't think this team gets a lot
of publicity,• said Chris
Mulden, a senior history major.
"I haven't really heard anybody around campus talking
about the team, which is probably one reason why nobody
goes and supports the team.·
It doesn't seem the team has
ever been the talk of the campus like the basketball team
has, or the football team or
other non-sporting events like
the upcoming Dave Chappelle
concert.
"I don't ever see anything
posted around campus about
the baseball games.· Paul Lotz,
a physical education major.
"Maybe it's because there
isn't enough money In the
budget to fully advertise the
games in the paper or on bulletin boards.•
Maybe they put so much
money Into building the new
stadium they forgot to advertise. It's pretty hard to believe
that statement because they
have constructed this new
facility. But not a lot of students are filling the stands
because they don't know when
they play or they j ust don't
care.
One example: Big posters of
Eastern's football and basketball teams' entire schedules
are posted In every building on
campus and In the majority of
dorm rooms. But when baseball
season came around, there was
no big poster of their schedule
In sight.
What's wrong with this picture?
It could also be because of
time conflictions with classes
and homework with the semester winding down or j ust pure,
flat out disinterest In baseball
all together. But it seems to me
even though the athletic
department tries to give as
much publicity as possible to
each of the sports - or at least
that's what they say - its hard
to do because of the Jack of
Interest by the student population.
SEE MCELROY
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By Michael Gilbert
STAFF WRITER

STEP HEN HAAS / ASS OCI ATE PH OTO ED ITOR

Sophomore outfielder Jessica lrps takes an unsuccessful swing in a recent home game.
Eastern failed to come up with a hit in its first game of a doubleheader against Purdue and
managed j ust two in the second game.

MAKING THE

The Eastern softball team lost a pair of games
against Big Ten power Purdue in West Lafayette
Wednesday.
In the first game, Eastern was held hitless by
senior Leighann Burke and dropped the opener 9-0.
The southpaw allowed only one Panther base runner {Kristen Becker, In the second inning) to reach
home plate, and that was courtesy of an error by
shortstop Tricia Lilley. Burke improved to 17-10
and faced j ust 19 batters in six innings of work.
The Boilermakers (29-20) opened up with a run in
the first when Andrea H illsey lined a base hit up
the middle , scoring Angi
Roembke. The score stayed that
way until the fifth.
More inside
It was in the fifth when
+ Ohio Valley
Purdue put the game out of Conference
reach. With two outs and
softball
roundup
Roembke on second, Jesse Jones
hit a grounder that was misPage 11
played by second baseman
Jenny Cervetto. Roembke
scored on the miscue. The next batter, Andrea
Roush, lined a two-run homer to left to for the
game's cumulating blow. The Boilermakers scored
a total of three unearned on just two hits during the
critical fifth.
Panther head coach Lloydene Searle said
Purdue's pitching was the difference, but despite
the loss, she found positives in the first game.
"They (Purdue's pitchers) were awesome today,"
Searle said. "We didn't get a hit in the first game.
They are a very talented team.•
One of the positives Searle was alluding to was
Panthers ace Kristen Becker. The Belleville native
allowed nine runs (six earned) on 12 hits while
striking out three.
"Kristen had a great first game,• Searle said.
"She did a good j ob."
Despite having a no-hit first game, the Panthers
had high hopes for the second game. It appeared
the Panthers had gotten out of their rut when
Kristin Darnell got the Panthers' first hit of the
series with a one-out single to left. Unfortunately
for the Panthers, they would get only one more base
hit on the day.
"At first we thought it would definitely be hard to
play the second game after getting no-hit."
SEE PURDU E
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GRADE

A look at in-state graduation rates
• Eastern graduated 68
percent ofall athletes
according to r eport
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REP OR TE R

The biggest challenge In college
basketball might be finding a
coach who agrees with the current
NCAA graduation rate formula.
"A change has to happen
because the current system we
have for calculating it is far from
accurate," Eastern head men's basketball coach Rick Samuels said.
So, confusion set In the moment
NCAA president Myles Brand
announced during the Final Four
that he was looking Into legislation
to reward and punish schools for
their graduation performances.
Brand is looking Into awarding
schools extra scholarships if they
maintain high graduation rates and
taking them away from certain
schools that aren't successful in
the classroom. Brand also has hinted a possible ban from post-season
play including the NCAA
lburnament could be a penalty as
well.
However, head coaches want a
change in the system before they
are penalized for it.
"The NCAA tends to make sudden decisions without considering

how it may affect everyone and
then they say, 'whoops, we messed
up'." Southern Illinois men's basketball head coach Bruce Weber
said.
According to the 2002 NCAA
Graduation Rate Report, 10 of this
season's Sweet 16 teams have
failed to graduate even half of its
players In recent years. In fact, the
University of Oklahoma had a zero
graduation rate, although the
school challenges the criteria.
"Our graduation rate is 100 percent,• Oklahoma men's basketball
head coach Kelvin Sampson said In
a press conference. "That freshman class was Bobby Joe Evans
and Michael Cotton, and they both
graduated - Bobby Joe from here
and Michael from Boston College."
The graduation rate formula is
broken down Into many parts. To
begin, the NCAA allows athletes to
graduate in a six-year period.
Therefore, the 2002 graduation
rate numbers are for the 1995-1996
freshman class. Therefore, Henry
Domercant's graduation won't
count for Eastern until 2006.
According to the report, Eastern
graduated 58 percent of its basketball players and 69 percent of all
athletes this season, which seems
like a low figure but coaches wlll
argue those statistics are highly
deceiving for three big reasons.

PHO TO I l l UST RAT ION BY COLI N MCAU LI FFE

First of all - the NCAA currently
doesn't allow j unior college transfers to count toward the rating.
Eastern currently had three j unior
college transfers on the 2002-2003
roster.
Therefore, Eastern had to automatically add those players as
zeros toward the average rate.
Many major and mid-major programs rely on the impact ofj unior
college transfers for Instant success and later on attempt to build a
pipeline for recruiting.
"I can tell you that (University
of Cincinnati head men's basket-

ball coach) Bob Huggins always
talks about his niche being able to

land transfer athletes,• Weber
said. "Then, at the end of the year
he gets punished for it. •
However, recruiting could take a
major setback as repeated poor
numbers presented by the NCAA
results in prospects looking elsewhere.
"All basketball coaches want
their players to graduate,"
Northern Illinois head men's basketball coach Rob Judson said.
SEE GRADUATION
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